
Solving the Problem
Week 13

One of the first things you have to do in order to take control of your stress is to take control of 
your problems. Many of the stress-related problems you experience in life have been created 
by you, and those that were not, can (in most cases) only be solved or dealt with by you. This 
is especially true of emotional reactivity, when you over-react to something such as construc-
tive criticism, mild teasing or difficult situations that cannot be helped. This reactivity often 
involves a faulty interpretation or overly negative thinking on your part.
 
Even the problems you didn’t create – like a bad economy, a broken relationship, or dealing 
with an illness in the family – are still YOUR PROBLEMS to cope with. When you blame other 
people or outside circumstances (or feel victimized) by your problems, you basically hand 
over control of your life to somebody else. But when you take RESPONSIBILITY for your prob-
lems, you put yourself BACK in the driver’s seat of your own life.
 
Taking responsibility for solving your own problems doesn’t mean 
that YOU are to blame; it simply means that no matter who is to 
blame, you are still the one who has to solve the problem. There 
are lots of problem-solving strategies and other unique ways of 
handling stress, but you actually have to sit down, take owner-
ship of the problem first, and then give yourself a little transi-
tion time to move into a solution-oriented way of thinking.  We 
will talk more about that next week.

exercise
10 Minutes

Remember the list of ten stressful problems you made in week 8? Now it’s time to review that list and start 
thinking about HOW to solve some of those problems if you haven’t already. Transfer one problem from the list 
to the top of a blank sheet of paper. Below it, write down every solution that comes to mind. Even if your solution 
is something far-fetched or silly like “winning the lottery” just write down whatever comes to mind. You will notice 
how even the silly entries contribute to what eventually jumps off the page as the best solution to your problem.

NEXT WEEK: Moving from Problem-Oriented to Solution-Oriented
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